June 15, 2018
Tentative agreements reached for General Services and Community Living
The Community Social Services Bargaining Association (CSSBA) is pleased to announce that, after four weeks of
negotiations and a 95-hour push over the last six days for a deal without concessions, a tentative agreement has
been reached for General Services and Community Living with the Community Social Services Employers’
Association (CSSEA). The tentative agreements are for three-year terms and provide significant compensation
increases in terms of low-wage redress for all members, while meeting the government mandate of improving the
services British Columbians count on.
“We are very pleased to have reached tentative agreements that support and work towards fair compensation for
the critical work community social services workers do throughout the province,” says Andrea Duncan, BCGEU,
Chair of the negotiating committee. “Our sector has been in crisis for well over a decade and we have been doing
the very best we can with incredibly limited resources. These agreements reflect a new government mandate to
improve services for some of B.C.’s most vulnerable citizens, and a significant step towards acknowledging the
value and dedication caring professionals bring to this important work.”
Highlights of the agreements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General wage increases of 2% in each year, plus significant money for low wage redress to address
recruitment and retention issues in the sector
Strong improvements to occupational health & safety including a Provincial Occupational Health and
Safety Council
The restoration of statutory holiday pay for part-time and casual employees
A non-provincially funded childcare commitment from government to look at fair compensation for early
childhood educators
An improved process to assist the parties in better labour relations
Enhancements to health and welfare benefit plans to start closing the gap with the health sector
The renewal of the labour adjustment education fund and funding for health and safety and violence
prevention training

“Dedication and hard work and the cooperation between all the unions to fight for the rights of their members
means the very best service can be provided to the people of B.C.,” says Kerry Hammell, HSA bargaining
committee member.
Specific details on the new collective agreements, including a comprehensive report, will be available in the
coming weeks. The CSSBA and the CSSEA will be meeting in the next week to conclude negotiations for Aboriginal
Services. To stay up to date on the progress visit the CSS Fair Deal website where members can find bargaining
updates and resources. http://www.cssfairdeal.ca/
Please share this email with your co-workers and encourage members to sign up to receive emails from their union
Sheryl Burns, Local President 778-231-4241 or sburns00@hotmail.com

In solidarity,
The CSSBA Negotiating Committee
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